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Stainless Modular Casework
We specialize in healthcare solutions that maximize
floor space and improve the flow of materials and
information to enhance productivity, ergonomics,
and safety. From automated space-saving storage
and shelving systems; HIPPA compliant scanning
and records lifecycle management; and stainless
steel and metal modular cabinets and casework,
we can help you maximize your resources. We
have numerous GPO contracts and will assist you
throughout the entire planning, design, and
installation process.

Sterile Surgical Supply Storage

These adjustable racks offer an ergonomic and sanitary
solution for storing sterile packs in your sterilization
area to prevent contamination and improve patient
safety.

Hospital Bedlifts

Hospital bedlifts store up to five beds in a footprint
slightly larger than a single bed. These automated
vertical storage racks improve space efficiency and productivity for storing beds, gurneys, and stretchers.

Stainless modular casework upper and lower cabinets
help organize materials and control the spread of
germs, bacteria, and viruses in healthcare facilities.

HIPAA Compliant Scanning

We offer onsite and offsite HIPAA compliant scanning
services, information management consulting, and
document indexing services.

Pharmacy & Lab Storage

Flexible pharmacy and lab storage shelving improves
the workflow of medical products and can be easily
adapted to you changing needs.

Built-In Wall Cabinets

High Density Storage

High density shelving doubles your storage capacity or
reduces your storage space by half. These space saving
systems store a wide variety of small to large items, enhance inventory control, security and overall efficiency.

Built-in casework cabinets allow for easy and sterile
storage anywhere in your hospital. Cabinets store all
types of items such as catheters, sterile scopes, and
surgical supplies.

Pathology Storage

Pharmacy Casework

Pharmacy casework enhances picking accuracy and
productivity with tilted shelves and drawers designed
specifically for storing medications.

Automated pathology storage machines bring paraffin
blocks, tissue samples, and histology slides to an ergonomic waist high level to maximize picking efficiency
and storage space.

Wire Storage Products

Fold Down Wall Seating

Fold-down wall chairs provide comfortable temporary
seating that uses less space in patient rooms, waiting
rooms, reception areas, and more.
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We have all types of wire storage products to make
your medical facility productive and space efficient.
Keep your vital supplies organized, hygienic, easily
accessible, and stored at the point of use.
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